MIDI2CV8 Pitch CV and VCO Scaling Adjustments
First, the MIDI2CV8 DAC Tune trim is adjusted for one volt per octave changes from the Pitch CV output.
Then, the Scale trims on VCOs A and B are adjusted so they produce octaves when the connected pitch
control voltage changes by a, or multiples of one, volt.
While a tuner can be useful, it can also throw the procedure off if the input is overloaded, clipping the
wave and introducing harmonics. The pitches produced by the VCO do not have to correspond to any
particular note for the adjustments since we're just listening for octaves – later the VCO pitch controls can
be adjusted to be in-tune with another instrument, or, a particular frequency (A440, etc.).
DAC Tune Trim
Power-up the MIDI2CV8 while holding down the lowest key on your MIDI controller. This asserts the
Low-Key Transpose feature and the Pitch CV will increase from zero volts beginning at the controller's
lowest key. A DVM can now be connected to measure the Pitch CV output (output 1, mode 1). Two testleads can be clipped to the Tip and Sleeve of the connector or a two-wire cable in this connector –
common to sleeve and DC Volts to tip. As octave spaced notes are pressed on the controller, the DAC
Tune trim adjustment works to increase or decrease the voltage spread. The most accurate setting results
when the octave-notes pressed don't include the lowest (“zero-volt”) note. Plus or minus a few hundredths
is good enough. By selecting a few different notes for the octave-spaced key presses, it might be observed
the trim can be tweaked for an even more, linear set of readings.
VCO Scale Trim
The usual tuned setting for the VCO Scale Trims is about 1:00 (the disk rotates from about 7:00 (ccw) to
5:00 (cw)). Start with the trims at this setting.
Connect the low-key transposed pitch cv to the VCOA P2 input and connect each VCO so its output can be
heard – the 9710 will mix them to a single output using the L and R inputs with the L + R output to a
amp/speaker. This enables the keyboard controller to play VCOA while VCOB remains fixed. Press the
low key on the controller and adjust the panel pitch controls to a mid-setting that results in them sounding
the same pitch. Then, press a mid-C or the next C up from this on the keyboard and adjust the VCOA
panel Pitch control so A is at a higher octave relationship with B. Now, when the low key is pressed, use
the A Scale Trim to bring the two back into unison.
By going back and forth, 1) setting the A Pitch control for the higher octave relationship with the fixed
oscillator B using the panel pitch control, and , 2) using the trim to bring the A to unison with B for the low
note, the trim will need less adjustment each time and eventually be just right.
VCOB Scale Trim can be set when the pitch cv cable is moved over to VCOB P2 input. Again, press the
low key and use the panel pitch controls to get them at unison. The same process as was used for A is then
used for B – 1) press mid-C (or next octave up) and adjust B's panel pitch control for the higher octave
relationship with the now fixed, A, and 2) press the low key and use Scale B trim to result in unison.
Repeat until no further adjustment is needed.
When both scale trims have been set, move the Pitch CV over to the VCOA P1 input which controls both
VCOs . Press a higher octave note and tweak one or the other VCO Pitch controls to get them in tune with
each other or perhaps the sound from the MIDI keyboard instrument being used as the controller. Confirm
they track, or follow in tune, as you play notes going down the keyboard. If not, maybe one or the other
VCO's scale trim needs a slight nudge. If either trim doesn't seem to have enough range, go back and
compare the beginning pitches produced for the initial unison-low-key step, listening to the pitch of one,
then the other, instead of both at the same time – they might have been at octaves or another interval with
slow beating between them. They should be the same frequency. Otherwise, go back and be sure the
specified parts are at the specified designations, and without soldering troubles, in these “front-end”
circuit sections of the VCOs.

FR7 Fractional Rack
(FracRak) Chassis

End pieces, module rails, and rack-mount ears bolt together with #4-40
machine screws and hex nuts – 1/2” black on front and 3/8” zinc on rear.

Top, bottom, and rear covers attach with
#4 x 1/4” sheet metal screws. The rear
has a slot for grommet / wire feed-thru
(typically on the rear, right-hand side).

FRModule / FRBlank panels attach to rails with
black #4 x 3/8” sheet metal screws.

Ten single-space panels (1.5” x 5.25”)
will fit in the 3U rack space.

Note: The end pieces have additional holes which may be used for pots, jacks, or other purposes as desired. Be aware that power connectors can have one
terminal common to the chassis and this can be a conflict when bringing in AC power where one wire is used as a neutral, circuit-common/ground. Remove
any finish protecting film before assembly. For best alignment, hand-tighten nuts and bolts until all in place, then fully tighten.
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End Pieces
Rack Mount Ears
Mounting Rails
4-40 x 1/2” Machine Screws, Black (Front Panel/Rails)
4-40 x 3/8” Machine Screws (Rear Rails)
#4 Nuts
Instruction Sheet (This Document)
Aluminum Cover Plates (1 Top and 1 Bottom)
Aluminum Back Plate
#4 x 1/4” Sheet-metal Screws
Grommet, 1/4” (In Back Plate)

Remove the protective film
from the finished side of the
rails, covers, and ends as
you proceed with assembly.

Single Panel #FRB-1 contents:
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Single-wide Panel (1.5” x 5.25”)
#4 x 3/8” Sheet-metal Screws, Black (Front Panel)
#4 ‘L’ Brackets
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws, Black (Front Panel)
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws (Board to L Bracket)
#4 Nuts (Board to L Bracket)

Double Panel #FRB-2 contents:
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Double-wide Panel (3.0” x 5.25”)
#4 x 3/8” Sheet-metal Screws, Black (Front Panel)
#4 ‘L’ Brackets
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws, Black (Front Panel)
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws (Board to L Bracket)
#4 Nuts (Board to L Bracket)

Triple Panel #FRB-3 contents:
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Triple-wide Panel (4.5” x 5.25”)
#4 x 3/8” Sheet-metal Screws, Black (Front Panel)
#4 ‘L’ Brackets
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws, Black (Front Panel)
4-40 x 1/4” Machine Screws (Board to L Bracket)
#4 Nuts (Board to L Bracket)
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Use threaded hole of L-Bracket
for mounting to FRBlank panel.

